
Ultimate Frisbee Season 2022/23
Ultimate is back from a long summer's rest!

Before it’s all starting with a bang at Trøndisk 15th of October, we have some light reading for you to

do. This document contains some very important information concerning the “what, where, who and

hows” you should know. Firstly there’s information about all the tournaments and other happenings

this season, secondly there’s a set of new rules with the updated hand signals, and lastly information

about what makes Ultimate a unique sport, the all important Spirit of the Game.

In other news! There are some people leaving the Ultimate Committee (UK) this fall.  All who want to

have a strong say in how our sport is run should consider running for a spot with us. We hope a lot of

you consider applying and make our sport grow and continue to make it the best sport ever.

The UK wishes all players a great season, and we can’t wait to share it with you.

All the best

The Ultimate Committee

Mia, Marit, James, Lars Olav, and Eivind
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This season information
This season will consist of the usual suspects of tournaments, with four rounds in the national series

(US) and NM to close it all up. This year’s lineup of clubs that have taken on the huge task of making

US and NM is presented below, and is a mix of new and old teams. We are incredibly grateful to each

and every one of them for making the season complete.

US1: Trøndisk
The first official round of the Norwegian Ultimate series will again be hosted by Trondheim

Frisbeeklubb in gorgeous Trondheim. It is coming up fast and will be held The 15th -16th of October.

Hopefully you have all signed up and are ready to crush it.

US2: Desembercup
The second round will again be hosted by Pancake Ltd. Although the name might be a little off, as it is

held the 19th -20th of November, it only makes us appreciate the long running tradition of this

tournament. US2 will be played at lovely Lørenskog Fjellhamarhallen close to Oslo.

US3: Brainy Disc
The third round will be played in beautiful Bergen and hosted by Bergen Studentidrettslag. It will be

held the 11th -12th of February. This is usually a collab between the three teams in Bergen, and we’re

itching to see what they do this season.

US4: 69 discs north
The fourth and final round of the series will be hosted by Tromsøstudentenes Idrettslag in incredible

Tromsø the 18th -19th of March. This will be TSI’s second time hosting, and we can't wait to watch this

tournament grow.

NM 2023
This year’s national championship will be hosted by Stovner Frisbeeklubb, the 22nd -23rd of April in

Norway’s capital, Oslo. This is their first-time hosting, and we can't wait to see what they have in

store for us.

Other events
There are some other events that are happening outside the official tournaments. These are listed

here:

● The national team will compete in the European indoor championship (EUIC), Lithuania in

December.

● Student NM is still in the works, but will happen spring 2023.

● We hope to have a women's weekend, but we are in the planning phase of this event.

● Klubbledersamling in november 2022. This is an important gathering of all clubs within

discsport. More information will come from NAIF soon.

● There's an elite gathering in Trondheim in January, though the team NKVO



The rules of Ultimate
It is very important to read up on the rules before the start of the season. Indoor in Norway are

played with WFDF rules with some moderation to fit the indoor discipline. You can find them here:

https://amerikanskeidretter.no/disksport/dokumentarkiv/

They are in norwegian. Let us know if you need them translated.

The UK updated the rules this summer, and got the changes accepted. They are found on a pdf on the

Norwegian Ultimate community facebook group. NAIF is working on publishing them on the website.

The most significant change is that the rules state that one person on every team should have gone

through WFDFs accreditation for standard knowledge of the rules. Please see that this is done for

your team through this link:

https://rules.wfdf.org/accreditation?fbclid=IwAR0ZpwcrNHwwL3k6nwxHf0MKa8E6e9JaGiNuYyPzRYy

Eju-3ckUst3vEYrc

We would also like to highlight some suggestions and reminders for sideline behavior:

- Please keep the sidelines clear.

- Please don't make calls from the sideline. This is especially important for calls that cause

stoppage and Time out -calls. This confuses the players on and off the field.

- Do not make calls for other people. Make sure everyone knows the rules and feel safe to

make calls themselves.

- Be respectful during discussions if a call is made, and learn from the conversation.

https://amerikanskeidretter.no/disksport/dokumentarkiv/
https://rules.wfdf.org/accreditation?fbclid=IwAR0ZpwcrNHwwL3k6nwxHf0MKa8E6e9JaGiNuYyPzRYyEju-3ckUst3vEYrc
https://rules.wfdf.org/accreditation?fbclid=IwAR0ZpwcrNHwwL3k6nwxHf0MKa8E6e9JaGiNuYyPzRYyEju-3ckUst3vEYrc


Hand signals
Hand signals are important to learn before every tournament. They are international and are easy to

understand through language barriers. Try to learn them, and the rules that belong to them, before

every tournament.





Spirit of the game
This is undeniably what makes Ultimate the great sport that it is. As we play a sport with no referees,

it is important that the players themselves are responsible for knowledge of the rules, fair play,

positivity and communicate all of this clearly to the other teams. The high status of this essential part

of Ultimate is reflected in one team winning the overall Spirit of the Game award at the award

ceremony. This chapter explains what it is as well as a little guideline on how to score your opponent.

We can’t stress enough the importance of knowing these rules and playing and scoring by them.

A guideline for players from WFDF:

Filling in the score sheets is a team effort. This helps in educating new players and reinforces the

fundamentals of SOTG with the more experienced players. While filling in the form might take several

minutes the first few times, it will take only a minute after you get used to it.

The system was designed in accordance with the expectation that teams generally display

normal, good spirit. Therefore the baseline in each category is “Good” which equals 2 Points. For each

game, determine if the other team was better than, worse than, or the same as just a

regular game and score accordingly (scoring examples).

● Focus on each question and answer that question only. Do not start with an overall score in

mind and work backwards to get that score.

● There might be many times that nothing out of the ordinary occurred at a game. As such,

each category should get 2 points. A final score of 10 points is considered normal, Good

Spirit.

Give a real score that reflects the items detailed on the sheet.

● Do not give teams higher scores because they made a funny game in the circle

● Do not give lower spirit scores out of retaliation or prejudice

The Spirit Captain should bring back the sheet to the Tournament Director.

Self-scoring is highly encouraged. Did everybody show good Spirit in your team?

Read more at WFDF’s page: https://wfdf.sport/spirit-of-the-game/

An overview of factors that should guide your scoring can be found here:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Qcw9qHOwJXKByzh2AlPCp3MgVRD7kd_n

https://wfdf.sport/spirit-of-the-game/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Qcw9qHOwJXKByzh2AlPCp3MgVRD7kd_n



